CHARACTERS
Sir Humphrey Appleby, Cabinet Secretary (Any age British accent)
Loquacious and verbose, he frequently uses both his mastery of the English language and his grasp
of Latin and Greek grammar both to perplex his political master and to obscure the relevant issues.
Comedic timing a must.
Sir Humphrey Appleby is the government's Cabinet Secretary, and unofficially acts as Jim
Hacker's impenetrably loquacious advisor.
Sir Humphrey knows everything that is going on, but unfortunately for the Prime Minister he
doesn't always share this knowledge. For example, Sir Humphrey tries to hide from Jim that a huge
loan from Kumranistan is only going to be granted if the UK joins the Euro.
Hacker is technically Sir Humphrey's boss, and every now and again the civil servant does have to
follow orders... it's clearly not something he likes doing though.

Bernard Woolley, Principal Private Secretary to the Prime Minister (Any age, Briskish accent)
Woolley is always quick to point out the physical impossibilities of Sir Humphrey's or Hacker's
mixed metaphors, with almost obsessive pedantry. At times when Sir Humphrey fails to get his
way, Woolley can be seen smiling smugly at him over his defeat. Comedic timing a must.
Principal Private Secretary Bernard Woolley is in charge of looking after the Prime Minister in his
governmental role.
Poor Bernard faithfully tries to please both Hacker and his boss Sir Humphrey - two people he has
equal loyalty to - but that's a hard thing to do when the two men both want completely different
things. In fact, not just completely different things, but completely opposing things.
Woolley will follow whatever orders are given to him - blindly sometimes, like reading out
statements on the phone without actually reading the words.
Other times he does a great job of re-wording what the Prime Minister has said so it is suitable for
public consumption.

Jim Hacker, Prime Minister (Age dependent on Humphrey and Bernard, but not young, British
accent)
Hacker practises his diplomatic skills. Nearly all of these efforts land him in trouble. He is often
derided by the Oxford-educated Sir Humphrey.
There's trouble afoot for Jim Hacker, the fraught Prime Minister of the UK.
European economies are going down the toilet, there's a 'too good to be true' energy deal on the
table from an unusual source, a leadership crisis with his coalition partners, the threat of a Scottish
independence referendum and the greatest moral dilemma he has ever faced.
To make matters worse, there are questions about how much longer Hacker will have the support of
his party, and his main source of information is Cabinet Secretary Sir Humphrey Appleby, a man
who is not known for always sharing the full facts or even necessarily the truth.

Claire Sutton, Special Policy Adviser (Attractive, business like, mid 20s to mid 30s)
Claire Sutton is the Prime Minister's personal political advisor and the head of his Policy Unit
inside Number 10.
Jim turns to Claire whenever he needs help forming an idea or opinion. So she's someone he relies
on pretty constantly.
Sutton is cool, calm and collected and can be relied on in a crisis. Every bit the equal of Sir
Humphrey, she seems to be able to find the smallest of possible loopholes and alternatives in any
given situation, helping Hacker out of more than a few tight spots.

Kumranistan Ambassador (similar age to Humphrey, British accent)
Small walk on part, perfect for someone that doesn’t want a big commitment or wants to try acting
for the first time
Jeremy Burnham, Director-General of the BBC (mature man, British accent)
Small walk on part, perfect for someone that doesn’t want a big commitment or wants to try acting
for the first time
Simon Chester, BBC presenter (young male, British accent)
Small walk on part, perfect for someone that doesn’t want a big commitment or wants to try acting
for the first time

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
The action of the play takes place in the Prime Minister's study at Chequers, an English Tudor
country mansion.
ACT I
SCENE 1 Autumn, late afternoon on a Friday
SCENE 2 The same day, after dinner
ACT II
SCENE 1 The action is continuous
SCENE 2 The following Sunday, morning

